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[Posted: December 05, 2016—9:30 AM EST]  Global equity markets are mixed this morning.  

The EuroStoxx 50 is up 1.0% from the last close.  In Asia, the MSCI Asia Apex 50 closed 0.3% 

lower from the prior close.  Chinese markets were lower, with the Shanghai composite down 

1.2% and the Shenzhen index down 0.8%.  U.S. equity futures are signaling a higher open.  With 

496 companies having reported, the S&P 500 Q3 earnings stand at $31.29, higher than the 

$29.23 forecast for the quarter.  The forecast reflects a 2.0% decline from Q3 2015 earnings.  

Thus far this quarter, 72.5% of the companies reported earnings above forecast, while 20.2% 

reported earnings below forecast. 

 

Italians rejected former PM Renzi’s plans for government restructuring.  This outcome was 

actually expected by pollsters, although the level of the rejection, at 60%, was at the highest end 

of expectations.  As he promised, Renzi resigned.  The president of Italy will now give time for 

the parties in parliament to form a government.  If one cannot be formed, new elections will be 

held.  The new elections are the wild card in this situation.   

 

Market reaction was swift but short-lived.  The EUR fell initially, but has since recovered. 

 

 
(Source: Bloomberg) 

 

This is a three day, three-minute chart of the EUR/USD exchange rate.  The currency plunged 

when the results were announced, but has recovered all of its losses.  The pattern that has been 
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emerging is that markets react negatively to political news then recover.  What has changed is 

that the recovery is occurring at a faster pace.  Markets recovered fairly quickly to Brexit, with 

equities returning to previous values within a few weeks.  With the Trump election, recovery 

came in about a day.  With Renzi, it was a few hours.  The underlying themes of equity 

bullishness and bond bearishness remain.   

 

Economic growth is improving.  Q3 GDP was strong; Q4 is running near 3%. 

 

 
(Source: Atlanta FRB) 

 

The Atlanta FRB’s GDPNow forecast has fallen a bit but is still running above consensus.  In 

looking at the components, we are seeing some easing of consumption and a worsening trade 

situation bringing the forecast down from its recent peak of 3.6%.  On the other hand, equipment 

investment and homebuilding are adding to growth.  The bottom line is that the economy looks 

like it is putting in two solid quarters of growth.  The FOMC will likely take a more hawkish 

view toward policy given the improving economic situation. 
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(Source: Atlanta FRB) 

 

The other big weekend news was President-elect Trump’s call with the leader of Taiwan, Tsai 

Ing-wen.  Trump tore up a delicate balance with this call.  Here is a quick historical background.  

In the early 1970s, the U.S. was losing the war in Vietnam.  The U.S.S.R. was threatening both 

Europe and China.  American intelligence concluded that the Soviets could not fight a two-front 

war, one in Europe and another against China.  If the U.S. wanted to cheaply keep the Soviets 

from acting in Europe, it needed to force the U.S.S.R. to keep defending the Sino-Russian 

border.  To do this, Nixon went to China and “sold off” Taiwan.  Up until that point, the official 

policy of the U.S. was that the Nationalist government on the island of Taiwan was the official 

government of China, including the mainland.  This was obviously fiction.  Nixon decided 

trading that fiction to keep the Soviets occupied was a good policy.  In fact, it probably was.   

 

Many policies and procedures can become hardened into practice even though the initial reason 

for the change wasn’t necessarily thought to be long-term in nature.1  For China, getting 

recognition as the legitimate government of China in return for keeping up hostilities against the 

U.S.S.R. was a good deal.  It meant a lot to China, which didn’t have the military power to take 

the island (it probably still doesn’t).  Not only did Nixon end the threat to Europe, but the U.S. 

got listening posts in China to help spy on the Soviet Union.   

 

                                                 
1 The Guru and the Cat story is a famous allegorical example.  See: 
https://seekingtheessence.wordpress.com/2006/09/09/the-guru-the-cat/. 
 

https://seekingtheessence.wordpress.com/2006/09/09/the-guru-the-cat/
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However, the relationship between China and the U.S. has changed.  China has been freeriding 

the U.S. hegemonic role for decades (China isn’t alone in this practice, either).  Trump’s decision 

to take the call, which was apparently calculated,2 is sending a signal to China that the outlines of 

the China/U.S. relationship are going to be renegotiated.  China won’t be happy about that.  

That’s too bad.  The point here is don’t focus on Taiwan; it’s not all that important.  The key 

point is that the relationship between China and the U.S. is going to be reworked.  We don’t 

know exactly how, but a nation dependent on foreign trade and facing a crisis of capital flight 

isn’t in a real strong bargaining position.3   

 

That doesn’t mean we won’t have more volatility in our future.  It’s important to remember that 

Trump ran on a campaign to change the way the economy and political and geopolitical systems 

work.  The warning to China, along with the warning to U.S. firms on outsourcing, should be 

seen in the same framework.  The most obvious outcome to all of this is probably higher 

inflation.   

 

U.S. Economic Releases 

 

There were no new domestic releases prior to this publication.  The table below lists the 

economic releases and Fed speakers scheduled for the rest of the day. 

 

EDT Indicator Expected Prior Rating

9:45 Markit US Services PMI m/m nov 54.8 54.7 **

9:45 Markit US Composite PMI m/m nov 54.9 **

10:00 Labor Market Conditions Index m/m nov -0.2% 0.7% **

10:00 ISM Non-Manf. Composite m/m nov 55.4 54.8 **

EST Speaker or event

13:00 Charles Evans Speaks on Economy and Policy in Chicago

14:00 James Bullard Speaks on U.S. Economic Outlook in Arizona

Economic Releases

President of the Federal Reserve of St. Louis

President of the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago

District or position

Fed speakers or events

 
 

Foreign Economic News 

 

We monitor numerous global economic indicators on a continuous basis.  The most significant 

international news that was released overnight is outlined below.  Not all releases are equally 

significant, thus we have created a star rating to convey to our readers the importance of the 

various indicators.  The rating column below is a three-star scale of importance, with one star 

being the least important and three stars being the most important.  We note that these ratings do 

change over time as economic circumstances change.  Additionally, for ease of reading, we have 

                                                 
2 See: https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/trumps-taiwan-phone-call-was-weeks-in-the-planning-say-
people-who-were-involved/2016/12/04/f8be4b0c-ba4e-11e6-94ac-3d324840106c_story.html?hpid=hp_hp-top-
table-main_trump-taiwan-835pm:homepage/story&utm_term=.a42045bde6cb. 
3 And, those Treasuries that China holds?  Couldn’t it “dump” them?  Yes, into a falling market and the Fed could 
simply return to QE temporarily to absorb the shock.  Also, where does China put that $1.19 trillion of liquidity 
after it sells the Treasuries?  There is no other market in the world that could absorb that cash.  It’s important to 
remember that China bought those bonds as a form of vendor financing to maintain employment in China.  Thus, 
dumping them isn’t really a threat.  In fact, the rise of capital flight represents a much bigger risk to China. 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/trumps-taiwan-phone-call-was-weeks-in-the-planning-say-people-who-were-involved/2016/12/04/f8be4b0c-ba4e-11e6-94ac-3d324840106c_story.html?hpid=hp_hp-top-table-main_trump-taiwan-835pm:homepage/story&utm_term=.a42045bde6cb
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/trumps-taiwan-phone-call-was-weeks-in-the-planning-say-people-who-were-involved/2016/12/04/f8be4b0c-ba4e-11e6-94ac-3d324840106c_story.html?hpid=hp_hp-top-table-main_trump-taiwan-835pm:homepage/story&utm_term=.a42045bde6cb
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/trumps-taiwan-phone-call-was-weeks-in-the-planning-say-people-who-were-involved/2016/12/04/f8be4b0c-ba4e-11e6-94ac-3d324840106c_story.html?hpid=hp_hp-top-table-main_trump-taiwan-835pm:homepage/story&utm_term=.a42045bde6cb
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also color-coded the market impact section, which indicates the effect on the foreign market.  

Red indicates a concerning development, yellow indicates an emerging trend that we are 

following closely for possible complications and green indicates neutral conditions.  We will add 

a paragraph below if any development merits further explanation. 

 
Country Indicator Current Prior Expected Rating Market Impact

ASIA-PACIFIC

Japan Nikkei Japan PMI Services y/y nov 51.8 50.5 ** Equity and bond neutral

Nikkei Japan PMI Composite m/m nov 52.0 51.3 ** Equity and bond neutral

Consumer Confidence Index y/y nov 40.9 42.3 ** Equity bearish, bond bullish

India Nikkei Japan PMI Services y/y nov 46.7 54.5 ** Equity bearish, bond bullish

Nikkei Japan PMI Composite y/y nov 49.1 55.4 ** Equity bearish, bond bullish

Australia AiG Perf of Services Index y/y nov 51.1 50.5 * Equity and bond neutral

Melbourne Institute Inflation y/y nov 1.5% 1.5% *** Equity and bond neutral

Company Operating Profit q/q 3q 1.0% 6.9% 3.0% ** Equity bearish, bond bullish

New Zealand ANZ Commodity Price y/y nov 2.7% 0.7% * Equity and bond neutral

EUROPE

Eurozone Markit Eurozone Services y/y oct 53.8 54.1 54.1 ** Equity and bond neutral

Markit Eurozone Composite y/y nov 53.9 54.1 54.1 ** Equity and bond neutral

Sentix Investor Confidence y/y dec 10.0 13.1 14.3 ** Equity bearish, bond bullish

Retail Sales y/y oct 2.4% 1.1% 1.7% ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

France Markit France Services y/y nov 51.6 52.6 52.6 ** Equity and bond neutral

Markit France Composite y/y nov 51.4 52.3 52.3 ** Equity and bond neutral

Italy Markit/ ADACI Italy Services y/y oct 53.3 51.0 51.6 ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Markit/ ADACI Italy Composite y/y nov 53.4 51.1 51.6 ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

UK Markit/ CIPS UK Services PMI y/y nov 55.2 54.5 54.0 ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Markit/ CIPS UK Composite PMI y/y nov 55.2 54.8 54.6 ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Russia Markit Russia PMI Services y/y nov 54.7 52.7 52.5 ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Markit Russia PMI Composite y/y nov 55.8 53.7 ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

AMERICAS

Brazil Markit Russia PMI Services m/m nov 45.3 44.9 *** Equity and bond neutral

Markit Russia PMI Composite m/m nov 44.4 43.9 ** Equity bullish, bond bearish  
 

Financial Markets 

 

The table below highlights some of the indicators that we follow on a daily basis.  Again, the 

color coding is similar to the foreign news description above.  We will add a paragraph below if 

a certain move merits further explanation. 

 
Today Prior Change Trend

3-mo Libor yield (bps) 95 94 1 Up

3-mo T-bill yield (bps) 46 46 0 Neutral

TED spread (bps) 49 48 1 Up

U.S. Libor/OIS spread (bps) 62 62 0 Neutral

10-yr T-note (%) 2.41 2.38 0 Neutral

Euribor/OIS spread (bps) -31 -31 0 Neutral

EUR/USD 3-mo swap (bps) 58 61 -3 Down

Currencies Direction

dollar down Up

euro up Down

yen down Down

pound down Up

franc up Down  
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Commodity Markets 

 

The commodity section below shows some of the commodity prices and their change from the 

prior trading day, with commentary on the cause of the change highlighted in the last column. 

 
Price Prior Change Explanation

Brent $54.86 $54.46 0.73% Optimism in the Oil market since the agreement in Vienna

WTI $52.03 $51.68 0.68%

Natural Gas $3.57 $3.44 3.75%

Crack Spread $14.94 $15.19 -1.66%

12-mo strip crack $16.36 $16.45 -0.57%

Ethanol rack $1.77 $1.77 0.00%

Gold $1,169.43 $1,177.43 -0.68%

Silver $16.73 $16.74 -0.10%

Copper contract $266.35 $262.50 1.47%

Corn contract 348.00$       347.25$       0.22% Depreciating dollar

Wheat contract 406.75$       404.25$       0.62%

Soybeans contract 1,038.75$    1,027.50$   1.09%

Baltic Dry Freight 1198 1196 2

Shipping

Energy Markets

Metals

Grains

 
 

Weather 

 

The 6-10 and 8-14 day forecasts show cooler temperatures for most of the country.  Precipitation 

is also expected for most of the country north of Texas, New Mexico and Arizona. 
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 Asset Allocation Weekly Comment 
Confluence Investment Management offers various asset allocation products which are managed using 

“top down,” or macro, analysis.  We report asset allocation thoughts on a weekly basis, updating this 

section every Friday.  

 

December 2, 2016 

 

Last week, we discussed the likely implications of President-elect Trump’s policies on the debt 

markets.  This week, we will look at the impact on the dollar.  Since the election, the dollar has 

generally moved higher. 

 

 
(Source: Bloomberg) 

 

Using the Bloomberg dollar index, a broad-based currency measure, the dollar rose nearly 5% 

after the election.  There are a number of arguments behind the rise.  Trump campaigned for 

fiscal expansion, which could include both infrastructure spending and tax cuts.  The expected 

fiscal expansion could lead to tighter monetary policy and this particular combination is usually 

thought to be bullish for the dollar. 
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This box describes the expected outcomes from the interplay of fiscal and monetary policy.  This 

is a rough guide; the actual outcomes are mostly driven by the degree of policy adjustment.  In 

the early 1980s, the combination of real fed funds of nearly 8.5% and a fiscal deficit of almost 

6% of GDP led to a very strong dollar (the “Volcker dollar”).  Market behavior may be 

anticipating a repeat of this outcome.   

 

However, this assumption depends on the FOMC moving to tighter policy, almost a “hard 

money” stance of the Volcker years.  Simply put, we don’t know for sure whether this will be the 

outcome.  We believe that there is a political struggle in the Trump administration between the 

GOP establishment and right-wing populists.  To personalize the sides, we view it as Speaker 

Paul Ryan versus Steve Bannon.  The FOMC has two open governor positions.  If Ryan’s wing 

of the party wins, we will likely see the Fed change into a hard money central bank, which is a 

quadrant two outcome on the above table.  On the other hand, if Bannon’s wing wins, it is 

possible that we will see doves appointed to the Federal Reserve.  That scenario could lead to a 

quadrant four outcome, which would be quite different from what the market expects. 

 

The policy situation isn’t the only supporting factor for a stronger dollar.  It is estimated that over 

$2.0 trillion is held by U.S. companies offshore in order to avoid corporate taxes.  If corporate 

taxes are reformed, at least some of this money will come back home which would lift the dollar.  

If Trump were to put up trade barriers as promised, the current account deficit would shrink, 

which would reduce the supply of dollars and boost the dollar’s value as well.  Thus, for now, we 

expect the dollar to get the benefit of the doubt and it will likely continue to appreciate. 

 

What is hurt by a stronger dollar?  The two asset classes most at risk from dollar strength are 

commodities and emerging markets.  Since the election, commodity prices have been mixed; the 

Bloomberg commodity index is actually higher since the election, up 2.7%.  Industrial metals are 

up 6.4% over this time period and energy is up 5.9%.  At the same time, gold is down 7.4%.  The 

MSCI Emerging Market Index is down 2.8% since the election.  If the dollar continues to 

appreciate, these asset classes will likely face further declines.   

 

 
Past performance is no guarantee of future results.  Information provided in this report is for educational and illustrative purposes only 

and should not be construed as individualized investment advice or a recommendation.  The investment or strategy discussed may not be 

suitable for all investors.  Investors must make their own decisions based on their specific investment objectives and financial 

circumstances.  Opinions expressed are current as of the date shown and are subject to change.  
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Data Section 

 

U.S. Equity Markets – (as of 12/2/2016 close) 
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(Source: Bloomberg) 

 

These S&P 500 and sector return charts are designed to provide the reader with an easy overview 

of the year-to-date and prior trading day total return.  The sectors are ranked by total return, with 

green indicating positive and red indicating negative return, along with the overall S&P 500 in 

black. 

 

Asset Class Performance – (as of 12/2/2016 close) 

 

-10.0% 0.0% 10.0% 20.0% 30.0%

Foreign Developed ($)

Cash

US Government Bond

Foreign Developed (local currency)

Real Estate

US Corporate Bond

Emerging Markets (local currency)

Large Cap

Emerging Markets ($)

US High Yield

Small Cap

Mid Cap

Commodities

YTD Asset Class Total Return

Source: Bloomberg

 
 

Asset classes are defined as follows: Large Cap (S&P 500 Index), Mid Cap (S&P 400 Index), 

Small Cap (Russell 2000 Index), Foreign Developed (MSCI EAFE (USD and local currency) 

Index), Real Estate (FTSE NAREIT Index), Emerging Markets (MSCI Emerging Markets (USD 

and local currency) Index), Cash (iShares Short Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. Corporate Bond 

(iShares iBoxx $ Investment Grade Corporate Bond ETF), U.S. Government Bond (iShares 7-10 

Year Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. High Yield (iShares iBoxx $ High Yield Corporate Bond ETF), 

Commodities (Dow Jones-UBS Commodity Index). 

This chart shows the year-to-date 

returns for various asset classes, 

updated daily.  The asset classes 

are ranked by total return 

(including dividends), with green 

indicating positive and red 

indicating negative returns from 

the beginning of the year, as of 

prior close. 
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P/E Update 
 

December 1, 2016 
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P/E as of 11/30/2016 = 19.7x

 
 

Based on our methodology,4 the current P/E is 19.7x, up 0.2x from our last report.  Higher equity 

levels account for the increase in the ratio. 
 

 
This report was prepared by Confluence Investment Management LLC and reflects the current opinion of the authors. It is based 
upon sources and data believed to be accurate and reliable. Opinions and forward looking statements expressed are subject to 
change. This is not a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any security. 

                                                 
4 The above chart offers a running snapshot of the S&P 500 P/E in a long-term historical context.  We are using a 
specific measurement process, similar to Value Line, which combines earnings estimates and actual data.  We use 
an adjusted operating earnings number going back to 1870 (we adjust as-reported earnings to operating earnings 
through a regression process until 1988), and actual operating earnings after 1988.  For the current and last 
quarter, we use the I/B/E/S estimates which are updated regularly throughout the quarter; currently, the four-
quarter earnings sum includes the actual (Q1,Q2 and Q3) and one estimate (Q4).  We take the S&P average for the 
quarter and divide by the rolling four-quarter sum of earnings to calculate the P/E.  This methodology isn’t perfect 
(it will tend to inflate the P/E on a trailing basis and deflate it on a forward basis), but it will also smooth the data 
and avoid P/E volatility caused by unusual market activity (through the average price process).  Why this process?  
Given the constraints of the long-term data series, this is the best way to create a very long-term dataset for P/E 
ratios. 


